What (would have) made you fall in love with economics in high school?

Bring that spark to high school students in Cambridge Rindge & Latin School’s (CRLS) Honors [Intro] Economics class. How?

Teach a lesson alone or with a friend • Be a regular guest • Lead students in a project you choose • Make connections from textbook to real world • Share your use/intended use of ec in your work • Be silly about ec! • Talk about your own journey in ec • Lead a discussion or debate • Break down ec concepts in today’s headlines • Play ec games • Share tricks of the trade • Develop an ec TikTok challenge • Tutor • Brainstorm with the CRLS ec teacher • ________________ (fill in the blank!)

Bottom line - this is an opportunity to give students what you had or wish you’d had in high school ec - more careful breakdown of new skills; more connections to your lived experience; more humor; etc...

Details: CRLS is a five minute walk from the Science Center, across the street from CGIS south. Cindy Weisbart, the CRLS ec teacher, welcomes volunteers who can spare anywhere from one hour once a semester to weekly classroom visits. Anyone who did well in Ec 10ab or higher-level ec classes at Harvard is welcome! Her class meets daily 8:35-10AM. If you are interested in learning more, reach out to Cindy Weisbart at cweisbart@cpsd.us, or to Anne Le Brun (alebrun@fas.harvard.edu).